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Abstract
Secure communication guaranteeing reliability, authen-

ticity, and privacy in sensor networks with active adver-
saries is a challenging research problem since asymmet-
ric key cryptosystems are not suitable for sensor nodes
with limited computation and communication capabilities.
In most proposed secure communication protocols, sensor
nodes need to contact the base station to get a session key
first if two sensor nodes want to establish a secure commu-
nication channel (e.g., SPINS). In several environments,
this may be impractical. In this paper, we study key agree-
ment protocols for which two sensor nodes (who do not
necessarily have a shared key from the key predistribution
phase) could establish a secure communication channel
against active adversaries (e.g., denial of service attacks)
without the involvement of the base station.

1 Introduction
A typical sensor network (see, e.g., [7]) consists of

nodes, small battery powered devices, that communicate
with each other and with more powerful base stations,
which in turn is connected to an outside network. The
number of base stations and sensors vary according to the
purpose of sensor networks. For example, for a national
natural event monitoring systems, there could be hundreds
of base stations and thousands of or millions of sensors.
On the other hand, for a small system such as the Smart-
Dust sensor network [9], there is one or a few base stations
and less than one hundred sensor nodes. Generally sensor
nodes communicate over a wireless network and broadcast
is the fundamental communication primitive. In addition
to base stations and normal sensor nodes, some sensor net-
works could contain special sensor nodes with relatively
stronger capabilities. These special sensor nodes could be
used for special purposes such as routing or data aggre-
gation and forwarding. These special sensor nodes could
even have replaceable batteries. In particular, these special
sensor nodes could be built significantly cheap (compared
to base stations), thus deployed in a relatively large scale.

Though there could be different sensor nodes, most
sensor nodes have limited capabilities. For example, UC
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Berkeley has designed the SmartDust sensor network [9, 8]
with nodes that have a (32 8-bit registers, 4MHz)-CPU,
8KB flash memory, 512 bytes RAM, 512 bytes EEPROM,
and 10 Kbps communication bandwidth.

In a sensor network, sensor node could be geographi-
cally distributed in a large scale of unattended area. Base
stations may not be able to communicate with sensor nodes
directly and sensor nodes may not be able to communi-
cate with base station directly. One reason why a sensor
node may not be able to communicate with the base station
or another sensor node is that substantially less energy is
spent to communicate over smaller distances (power con-
sumption is proportional to the square of the distance [5]).

Energy consumption of public key cryptography opera-
tions (e.g., RSA encryption and signature schemes or DSA
signature scheme) is significantly higher than that for sym-
metric encryption schemes (e.g., AES) and hash functions
(e.g., SHA-1 or SHA-2). Thus symmetric key based en-
cryption schemes and hash functions are often used for
establishing secure channels between sensor nodes or be-
tween sensor nodes and base stations (see, e.g., [8]).

In order for two nodes to establish a secure channel, a
shared secret is required. Classically there are two kinds of
schemes for this purpose. The first kind of key distribution
protocols is based on infrastructures using trusted third par-
ties (e.g., the Kerberos-style schemes). Modified versions
of these schemes have been proposed to distributed sen-
sor networks (e.g., SPINS [8]). For these schemes, each
sensor node has a built-in master key, this key is shared be-
tween the sensor node and the base station. In order for
two sensor nodes to communicate securely, at least one
node needs to contact a base station first to get a session
key for them to communicate. As pointed out in [5], these
schemes could be impractical for large scale distributed
sensor networks because of the unknown network topology
prior to deployment, communication range limitations, in-
termittent sensor-node operation, and network dynamics.

The second kind of schemes is based on key predistribu-
tions. A simple solution is to install the single master key
to each deployed sensor node and to base stations. This
single master key solution is not ideal since the capture of
any single sensor node will compromise the security of the
entire sensor network. A better solution requires to pre-
installn−1 keys to each sensor node if there aren sensors



nodes in the entire network. Then each pair of sensor nodes
could share a unique secret key. This will become imprac-
tical when the size of the network increases. In particular,
it will be practically impossible to add new nodes to an
existing network.

Recently, new key predistribution schemes have been
proposed for sensor networks [5, 1]. In the Eschenauer
and Gligor [5] random key predistribution scheme,m ran-
domly chosen keys from the key spaceS is pre-installed
into each sensor node before deployment (the exact values
of m andS depend on the size and capabilities of the sen-
sor network). After the deployment of the sensor network,
the network will perform a key discovery process so that
each sensor node could find out other sensor nodes in its
wireless communication range for which it shares a secret.
When the parametersS andm are chosen properly, they
show that the sensor network is sufficiently connected ac-
cording to the shared key paths. Because of the random
choice of keys for each sensor node, a shared key may not
exist between some pairs of nodes, in particular, between
some pairs of nodes within wireless communication range.
If this happens, the two nodes may try to find a path of
nodes sharing keys pair-wise and then exchange a key so
that they will have a direct link. It should be noted that
this key isknown to each sensor node on the path that is
used for exchanging the key. In particular, if any node on
the path is controlled by an adversary, then the communi-
cation between the two nodes are compromised.

Chan, Perrig, and Song [1] introduced multipath key re-
inforcement mechanisms to enhance the security of ran-
dom key predistribution schemes. The multipath key rein-
forcement scheme in [1] could be used to defeat eavesdrop-
ping adversaries. However, an active adversary, who may
control messages transmitted from a sensor node, could
modify the message sent fromu to v on some paths. Thus
v will recover an incorrect session key. In another word,
the multipath key reinforcement scheme in [1] is not se-
cure (not reliable) against denial of service attacks by an
active adversary. Indeed, a sensor node may corrupt with-
out an attacker and send a random message out andv could
recover an incorrect session key.

In this paper, we will study protocols to establish shared
secret keys between sensor nodes. We are interested in pro-
tocols that could be used in the following two scenarios:

1. To establish shared secrets between nodes who do not
have a key from the key predistribution phase.

2. In the random key predistribution scheme, the key
shared betweenu and v may reside in the key ring
memory of some other nodes in the network. If any
of these nodes are captured by the adversary, then the
security betweenu andv is compromised. Our proto-

col allows nodes to establish a different communica-
tion key that the adversary may not be able to recover
even if it recovers the secret betweenu andv.

The protocols in [1] could also be used for the above tasks.
The difference is that our protocol is secure against de-
nial of services attacks by active adversaries and is robust
against sensor node random crashes, though the protocol in
[1] is neither secure against DoS attacks nor robust againt
random crashes.

2 Overview and model
In addition to the random key predistribution schemes

in [5, 1], we can also use other efficient methods to predis-
tribute keys for sensor nodes. For example, for each area
L, a random key spaceKL is chosen. When a sensor node
is deployed to the areaL, m random keys fromKL will
be preinstalled to the sensor node. Since flash memory (or
ROM) is becoming cheap, sensor nodes may be designed
to have larger flash memory and relatively more keys could
be predistributed to each sensor.

A distributed sensor network could be modeled by a di-
rected graph. After the sensor network is deployed with
key predistribution, key-setup phase could be performed
to construct a directed graphG(V,E) (note that a directed
graph is a graphG(V,E) where all edges have directions).
The vertex setV consists of all sensor nodes and base sta-
tions. There are several ways to construct the edge setE.
In the following, we list two potential methods.

1. When nodesu andv share a secret keyKuv andu can
send a message tov directly (i.e.,v lies in the wireless
transmission range ofu), then there is a directed edge
from u to v.

2. When nodesu andv share a secret keyKuv andu
can send a message tov, either directly or via other
intermediate nodes (may be bounded by hops num-
ber), then there is a directed edge fromu to v.

Note that, when there is a directed edge fromu to v, there
is not necessarily a directed edge fromv to u. The sensor
network has the choice to choose a specific way to con-
struct the directed graph with the property that if there is a
directed edge from nodeu to nodev, then there is a private
and authenticated channel fromu to v. In another word,
secure communication fromu to v is guaranteed.

In a directed graph for a sensor network, many nodes
are only indirectly connected, as elements of an incomplete
network of private and authenticated channels. In other
words they need to use intermediate or internal nodes. In
particular, a nodev may lie in the wireless transmission
range of nodeu but there is no direct edge fromu to v and
secure communication fromu to v is impossible. Thus ef-
ficient and secure protocols need to be designed to enable



u andv to communicate securely even if there is no private
and authenticated channel fromu to v. In [5], the authors
suggested the following solutions. When there is no di-
rected edge between nodesu andv, u could find a path
from u andv, choose a random key, and send it tov via
this path. Obviously, all nodes on this path will learn the
value of this key. If the adversary controls any node on this
path by chance, then the communication channel fromu to
v is compromised. A more secure protocol was proposed
in [1]: u andv find t node disjoint pathsp1, . . . , pt from
u to v. u choosest random valuesk1, . . . , kt and sendski

to v via pathpi. Thenu andv can use the shared secret
k1⊕ . . . kt. The advantage of this protocol is that if the ad-
versary could manage to decrypt messages communicated
over t − 1 paths, it still cannot recover the shared secret
betweenu andv. However, this protocol is not reliable if
the adversary could control one path (e.g., it controls the
pathp1), and could modify the random value transmitted
over that path (e.g., the value ofk1). The goal of this paper
is to design efficient protocols for sensor networks so that
u andv will establish a secure channel against an active
adversary controlling a fixed number of paths betweenu
andv.

Achieving participants cooperation in the presence of
faults is a major problem in classical distributed networks.
Dolev, Dwork, Waarts, and Yung [4] first designed proto-
cols that achieve private and reliable communication with-
out the need for the parties to start with secret keys. The
interplay of network connectivity and secure communica-
tion has been studied extensively (see, e.g., [4]). For ex-
ample, Dolev et al. [4] showed that, in the case oft Byzan-
tine faults, reliable communication is achievable only if the
system’s network is2t + 1 connected. They also showed
that if all the paths are one way, then3t + 1 connectivity
is necessary and sufficient for reliable and private commu-
nications. Desmedt and Wang [3] have initiated the study
of secure communications in general networks when there
are certain number of directed paths in one direction and
another number of directed paths in the other direction. A
directed graph constructed from a general sensor network
corresponds to the scenarios that have been considered in
Desmedt and Wang [3].

In the following, we first introduce some notations.
For a directed graphG(V,E) and two nodesu, v ∈ V ,
throughout this paper,n denotes the number of vertex dis-
joint paths between the two nodes andt denotes the number
of faults under the control of the adversary. We write|S|
to denote the number of elements in the setS. We write
x ∈R S to indicate thatx is chosen with respect to the
uniform distribution onS. Let F be a finite field, and let
a, b, c, s ∈ F. We define auth(s; a, b) := as + b (see, e.g.,
[6]). Note that each authentication keykey = (a, b) can

be used to authenticate one messages without revealing
any information about any component of the authentica-
tion key.

In a message transmission protocol, the senderu starts
with a messagesu drawn from a message spaceM with
respect to a certain probability distribution. At the end of
the protocol, the receiverv outputs a messagesv. We con-
sider a synchronous system in which messages are sent via
multicast in rounds. During each round of the protocol,
each node receives any messages that were multicast for it
at the end of the previous round, flips coins and perform lo-
cal computations, and then possibly multicasts a message.
We will also assume that the message spaceM is a subset
of a finite fieldF.

We consider two kinds of adversaries. A passive ad-
versary (or gossiper adversary) is an adversary who can
only observe the traffic throught internal sensor nodes
(except the message sender and the receiver). An active
adversary (or Byzantine adversary) is an adversary with
unlimited computational power who can controlt internal
nodes. That is, an active adversary will not only listen to
the traffics through the controlled nodes, but also control
the message sent by those controlled nodes. Both kinds
of adversaries are assumed to know the complete protocol
specification, message space, and the complete structure of
the graph.

For any execution of the protocol, letadv be the adver-
sary’s view of the entire protocol. We writeadv(s, r) to
denote the adversary’s view whensu = s and when the
sequence of coin flips used by the adversary isr.

Definition 2.1 (Franklin and Wright [6])

1. Let δ < 1
2 . A message transmission protocol isδ-

reliableif, with probability at least1−δ, v terminates
with sv = su. The probability is over the choices of
su and the coin flips of all nodes. A message trans-
mission protocol isreliableif it is 0-reliable.

2. A message transmission protocol isε-private if, for
every two messagess0, s1 and for everyr,∑

c

|Pr[adv(s0, r) = c]− Pr[adv(s1, r) = c]| ≤ 2ε.

The probabilities are taken over the coin flips of the
honest parties, and the sum is over all possible val-
ues of the adversary’s view. A message transmission
protocol isperfectly privateif it is 0-private.

3. A message transmission protocol is(ε, δ)-secureif it
is ε-private andδ-reliable.

For two nodesu andv in a directed graph such that there
are2t+1 node disjoint paths fromu tov, there is a straight-
forward reliable message transmission fromu to v against



a t-active adversary:u sends the messages to v via all the
2t + 1 paths, andv recovers the messages by a majority
vote.

3 Secure message transmission in sensor
networks

For classical distributed networks, Dolev, Dwork,
Waarts, and Yung [4] showed that if all channels from
nodeu to nodev are one-way, then(3t + 1)-connectivity
is necessary and sufficient for (0,0)-secure message trans-
missions fromu to v against at-active adversary. They
also showed that if all channels betweenu andv are two-
way, then(2t + 1)-connectivity is necessary and suffi-
cient for (0,0)-secure message transmissions betweenu
and v against at-active adversary. Desmedt and Wang
[3] showed that the necessary and sufficient condition for
(0, δ)-secure message transmission from nodeu to nodev
against at-active adversary is that there are at leastt + 1
node disjoint paths fromu to v and there are at least2t+1
node disjoint paths in total fromu to v and fromv to u.
Desmedt and Wang [3] also showed that if there arel di-
rected node disjoint paths fromv to u, then a necessary and
sufficient condition for(0, 0)-secure message transmission
from u to v against at-active adversary is that there are
max{3t+1−2l, 2t+1} directed node disjoint paths from
u to v.

Before we describe our protocols, we first define a prim-
itive: “u sends a valuex to v via a pathp”. Assume that
the pathp consist of the edgesu → u1, . . ., uj → v.
Then the meaning of the above primitive is thatu sendsx
to u1 via the secure channelu → u1 (i.e., encrypted and
authenticated),u1 forwardsx to u2 via the secure chan-
nel u1 → u2, . . ., andun forwardsx to v via the secure
channelun → v.

Assume that it is sufficient to(0, δ)-securely establish
a secure channel fromu to v and at most one sensor node
betweenu andv is controlled by the active adversary. Let
p1 andp2 be two node disjoint paths fromu to v, andq be
the node disjoint path fromv to u. In the following proto-
col from [3], u securely sends a random keysu ∈R F to
v. The protocol is(0, δ)-secure against an active adversary
that controls at most one path. The goal of the protocol
is that no matter which node the adversary controls, she
learns nothing about this secret andv gets this secret with
high probability.

PROTOCOL I

Step 1 u choosessu
0 ∈R F, (au

0 , bu
0 ), (au

1 , bu
1 ) ∈R F2,

and letsu
1 = su − su

0 . For eachi ∈ {0, 1}, u
sends(su

i , (au
i , bu

i ), auth(su
i ; au

1−i, b
u
1−i)) to v via

pathpi.

Step 2 Assumes thatv receives(sv
i , (av

i , bv
i ), cv

i ) via path

pi. v checks whethercv
i = auth(sv

i ; av
1−i, b

v
1−i)

for i = 0 and i = 1. If both equations hold,
then v knows that with high probability the ad-
versary was either passive or not on the paths
from u to v. v can recover the secretsv =
sv
0 + sv

1, sends “OK” tou via the pathq, and
terminates the protocol. Otherwise, one of the
equations does not hold andv knows that the ad-
versary was on one of the paths fromu to v. In
this case,v chooses(av, bv) ∈R F2, and sends
((av, bv), (sv

0, (a
v
0, b

v
0), c

v
0), (s

v
1, (a

v
1, b

v
1), c

v
1)) to

u via the pathq.

Step 3 If u receives “OK”, thenu terminates the proto-
col. Otherwise, from the informationu received
via path q, u decides which path fromu to v
is corrupted and recoverv’s authentication key
(au, bu). u sends(su, auth(su; au, bu)) to v via
the non-corrupted path fromu to v.

Step 4 v recovers the secretsv and checks that the au-
thenticator is correct.

Desmedt and Wang [3] show that the above protocol is
(0, δ)-secure against an adversary that controls at most one
sensor node betweenu andv.

For certain environments, it is necessary to design pro-
tocols which are(0, δ)-secure against an active adversary
who may control more than one node betweenu and v.
According to the results in [3], if there are at leastt + 1
node disjoint paths fromu to v and there are at least2t+1
node disjoint paths in total fromu to v and fromv to u
then there is an efficient(0, δ)-secure message transmis-
sion from nodeu to nodev against at-active adversary.

In some environments,(0, 0)-security may be desired.
Indeed, ifu andv are sufficiently connected, then a(0, 0)-
secure protocol could be designed foru to send a secret key
to v with perfect privacy and with perfect reliability. Ac-
cording to the results in Desmedt and Wang [3], we have
the following facts. If there aren = max{3t+1−2l, 2t+
1} directed node disjoint pathsp1, . . . , pn from u to v and
l directed pathq1, . . . , ql from v to u (q1, . . . , ql are node
disjoint from p1, . . . , pn) then there is an efficient(0, 0)-
secure message transmission protocol fromu to v against a
t-active adversary. Thus if we want to tolerate more power-
ful adversaries, we need to find more paths betweenu and
v to design efficient and robust protocols for establishing a
secure channel fromu to v.

4 Sensor networks and radio networks
In Section 3, we used directed graphs to model sensor

networks with key predistribution. Though the directed
graph model is sufficient for most applications, some spe-
cial cases are not included in this model. For example, in



the random key predistribution scheme [5, 1], it is possible
that two edgesu1 → v1 andu2 → v2 correspond to the
same key. In another word, the key shared by sensor nodes
u1 andv1 is the same as the key shared by sensor nodes
u2 andv2. If this happens, the key agreement protocol in
Section 3 using node disjoint paths may not provide secure
solutions. For example, assume thatp1 andp2 are node
disjoint directed paths fromu to v in the PROTOCOL I
of Section 3, and there are nodesw1, w2, w3, w4 such that

1. w1 andw2 are onp1, w3 andw4 are onp2;

2. There is a directed edgew1 → w2 corresponding to a
keyk0;

3. There is a directed edgew3 → w4 corresponding to a
keyk0;

4. w4 is within the range ofw1 or w2 is within the range
of w3.

Then all messages fromu to v could be decrypted by the
nodew2 or w4. Thus thePROTOCOL I in Section 3 is
not (0, δ)-secure against a1-active adversary.

As mentioned in [2], radio networks could be used to
model this kind of scenarios. Aradio network is a di-
rected colored-edge multigraphR(V,E, F, c), whereV is
the node set (in our case, corresponding to sensor nodes),
E is the directed edge set (there might be more than one di-
rected edge from one node to another one),F is the color
set, andc is a map fromE to F (the mapc assigns a color
to each edge).

After the sensor network is deployed with key predistri-
bution (e.g., random key predistribution [5, 1]), key-setup
phase could be performed to construct a radio network
R(V,E, F, c). The vertex setV consists of all sensor nodes
and base stations, and the color setF consists of key iden-
tifications. The edge setE and the mappingc could be
defined as follows.

• When nodesu andv share a secret keyKuv with key
identificationidkey, andu can send a message tov
directly (i.e.,v lies in the wireless transmission range
of u), then draw a directed edge fromu to v, and let
c(u → v) = idkey.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for secure communi-
cation in general radio networks have been studied in [2].
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the applications
to sensor networks. In the following, we will analyze the
conditions to be added to the protocol in Section 3 so that
they remain secure.

For two pathsp1 andp2 betweenu andv, we say that
p1 andp2 share a sink if there exist nodesw1, w2, w3, w4

such that

1. w1 andw2 lie onp1, w3 andw4 lies onp2;

2. c(w1 → w2) = c(w3 → w4).

3. w4 is in the communication range ofw1 or w2 is in
the communication range ofw3 .

Let R(V,E, F, c) be a radio network andu, v ∈ V . If
there are two node disjoint directed pathsp1 andp2 from
u to v and one directed pathq (node disjoint fromp1, p2)
from v to u such that no pair from the pathsp1, p2, q shares
a common sink, then the message transmission protocol
PROTOCOL I in Section 3 is(0, δ)-secure against a1-
active adversary. However it is straightforward to show
that this condition is not necessary. For example, if only
p1 and p2 share a common sink and the sink is not lo-
cated on eitherp1 or p2, then the following protocol is a
(0, δ)-secure (against a1-active adversary) key agreement
protocol betweenu andv.

PROTOCOL II

Step 1 In this step,u sendssu ∈R F ands̄u ∈R F to v:

1. u choosessu
0 ∈R F, (au

0 , bu
0 ), (au

1 , bu
1 ) ∈R

F2, and let su
1 = su − su

0 .
For each i ∈ {0, 1}, u sends
(su

i , (au
i , bu

i ), auth(su
i ; au

1−i, b
u
1−i)) to v

via pathpi.

2. u chooses̄su
0 ∈R F, (āu

0 , b̄u
0 ), (āu

1 , b̄u
1 ) ∈R

F2, and let s̄u
1 = s̄u − s̄u

0 .
For each i ∈ {0, 1}, u sends
(s̄u

i , (āu
i , b̄u

i ), auth(s̄u
i ; āu

1−i, b̄
u
1−i)) to v

via pathpi.

Step 2 Assumes thatv receives(sv
i , (av

i , bv
i ), cv

i ) and
(s̄v

i , (āv
i , b̄v

i ), c̄v
i ) via path pi. v checks

whether cv
i = auth(sv

i ; av
1−i, b

v
1−i) and c̄v

i =
auth(s̄v

i ; āv
1−i, b̄

v
1−i). v distinguishes the follow-

ing two cases:

1. All four equations hold.v knows that with
high probability the adversary was either
passive or not on the paths fromu to v. v
recovers bothsv ands̄v. Note that if the ad-
versary controls the common sink ofp1 and
p2, then the adversary may recover these
two values also.v choosesrv ∈R F, and
sends(“OK” , rv, auth(rv; sv, s̄v)) to u via
the pathq.

2. At least one of the equations does not hold
andv knows that the adversary was on one
of the paths fromu to v. In this case,v
choosesrv ∈R F2, and sends(“KEY”,
rv, (sv

0, (a
v
0, b

v
0), c

v
0), (s

v
1, (a

v
1, b

v
1), c

v
1),



(s̄v
0, (ā

v
0, b̄

v
0), c̄

v
0), (s̄

v
1, (ā

v
1, b̄

v
1), c̄

v
1)) to u via

the pathq. v sets the agreed key asrv and
terminates the protocol.

Step 3 u distinguishes the following three cases:

1. u receives (“OK” , ru, du) from v via
the path q. u checks whetherdu =
auth(ru; su, s̄u). If the equation holds,u
knows that with high probability,v has re-
covered the correct values ofsu andsv, and
ru was the value thatv sent via the pathq. u
sends “KEY is SUM” viap1 andp2 to v. u
sets the agreed key assu+s̄u+ru and termi-
nates the protocol. Otherwise, the equation
does not hold andu knows that the pathq is
corrupted.u sends “OK” tov via both paths
p1 andp2. u sets the agreed key assu + s̄u

and terminates the protocol.

2. u receives (“KEY”, ru,
(ŝu

0 , (âu
0 , b̂u

0 ), ĉu
0 ), (ŝu

1 , (âu
1 , b̂u

1 ), ĉu
1 ),

(ˆ̄su
0 , (ˆ̄au

0 , ˆ̄b
u

0 ), ˆ̄cu
0 ), (ˆ̄su

1 , (ˆ̄au
1 , ˆ̄b

u

1 ), ˆ̄cu
1 )) from v

via the pathq. u further distinguishes the
following two cases:

2.a) For at least one of the
i = 0, 1, (ŝu

i , (âu
i , b̂u

i ), ĉu
i ) =

(su
i , (au

i , bu
i ), auth(su

i ; au
1−i, b

u
1−i))

and (ˆ̄su
i , (ˆ̄au

i , ˆ̄b
u

i ), ˆ̄cu
i ) =

(s̄u
i , (āu

i , b̄u
i ), auth(s̄u

i ; āu
1−i, b̄

u
1−i)).

In this case,u determines that with
high probability, the pathp1−i is
corrupted.u sets the agreed key asru

and terminates the protocol.
2.b) For bothi = 0 and i = 1, the equa-

tions do not hold. In this case,u de-
termines that the pathq is corrupted.u
sends “OK” tov via both pathsp1 and
p2. u sets the agreed key assu + s̄u and
terminates the protocol.

3. u receives anything else.u sends “OK” tov
via both pathsp1 andp2. u sets the agreed
key assu + s̄u and terminates the protocol.
Note that in this case,u discovers that the
pathq is corrupted.

Step 4 v distinguishes the following two cases (note that
v continues to this step only ifv recovers the cor-
rect values ofsv ands̄v in Step 2):

1. v receives “KEY is SUM” on either pathp1

or p2. v sets the agreed key assv + s̄v + rv

and terminates the protocol. Note that in this
case,u recovered the correct value ofru.

2. v receives “OK” from both pathsp1 andp2.
v sets the agreed key assv + s̄v and termi-
nates the protocol. Note that in this case,u
discovers that the pathq is corrupted.

It is straightforward to show that the above protocol is
(0, δ)-secure against a1-active adversary. In another word,
at the end of the protocol,u andv agree on a secret key
with high probability and the adversary gains no informa-
tion about the secret key.
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